St. Regis
New York

“We are delighted to proudly debut a new era of contemporary glamour at our beloved Fifth Avenue address. As the needs
of luxury travelers evolve, the hotel continues to be synonymous
with impeccable style and graceful charm, and we are proud to
continue this legacy for the future.”
-Trine Ackelman, Director of Sales & Marketing

THE ST. REGIS NEW YORK (STREGIS.
com/NewYork) offers 238 luxurious guest
rooms and suites. Contemporary luxury
meets classic sophistication at this iconic
hotel, just steps from an exceptional Fifth
Avenue shopping experience. Guest
rooms and suites are newly renovated and
marry original design elements, such as
crystal Waterford chandeliers and elegant
crown moldings, with beautiful, large-format photographic artwork, vibrant-hued
fabrics, and stunning beveled mirrors.
Rooms feature marble-tiled entryways,
rich color schemes, custom furnishings,
and state-of-the-art technologies. It is the flagship property of both St. Regis Hotels and Resorts, and Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.
The hotel’s Master Suites, separated into either Imperial Suite or Royal Suite categories, welcome guests with captivating decor and state-of-the-art
technology, including complimentary high-speed Internet access, a Bose surround sound system, and high-definition flat-screen Samsung televisions.
Exceptional amenities, such as luxurious bath products, heated bathroom floors, and plush bathrobes add to the exclusive settings.
The dramatic Imperial Suite features European Chinoiserie and East Asian furnishings set against alluring red tones with crystal accents. Mixed
stylistic influences and a reinvented open floor plan lend a residential flow to the space, while plush window seats offer stunning views of Manhattan
to Central Park and serve as cozy havens for retreat. An eight- to ten-person formal dining room and full kitchen ensure a memorable private meal.
Italian marble bathrooms feature double sinks, a deep-soaking jetted tub, a bidet, and heated floors. Custom oval windows offer spectacular views
of Central Park, Fifth Avenue, and 55th Street.
Similarly positioned on Fifth Avenue and 55th Street, the Royal Suite embodies the perfect mix of European style and American spirit, featuring
a rich color palette, gilded moldings, exotic prints, and an eclectic art collection. The suite also features a formal dining room with full kitchen facilities, and a living room with stunning Central Park views. Carrara Italian marble bathrooms feature double sinks, a deep-soaking jetted tub, separate
rain shower and toilet cabin, a bidet, and state-of-the-art technologies including mirror televisions and heated floors.
The newly redesigned Presidential Suite has been reimagined as a sumptuous collector’s suite where sophisticated global luxury travelers will
surround themselves with the art and treasures of their travels. Furniture styles range from contemporary to classic, and blend seamlessly with chic
accents, making it the ideal locale for both stylish entertaining and relaxation.
Fashioned in the style of a grand apartment, the Presidential Suite features a large foyer that leads to the formal dining room, living room, exquisite wood-paneled library, numerous bedrooms and bathrooms, and a full kitchen. The master suite encompasses an expansive luxury dressing
room, spa-style bathroom with a Jacuzzi tub, and a sumptuous bedroom with a private sitting area. Floor-to-ceiling windows look out onto large
balconies with spectacular views of Central Park, Fifth Avenue, and 55th Street.
All guests will enjoy full access to the hotel’s fitness center and spa, as well as the services of their 24-hour English-style butlers, making all three
suites the most luxurious and sought-after suites in Manhattan.
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Pictures above: Imperial Suite living area and bedroom. Pictures below, left to right: Royal Suite living room, Presidential Suite dining room; Presidential Suite master bedroom
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